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ABSTRACT: Workshop resource scheduling is an important link in manufacturing 

scheduling, it has great significance for reducing production cost and enhancing market 

competitiveness of the manufacturing industry. To this end, this paper studied an intelligent 

optimization method for workshop resource scheduling considering order outsourcing based on 

the MTO production mode, and constructed a mathematical model for this problem; in the 

paper, an improved Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC algorithm) was proposed and verified 

by comparative analysis and simulation experiments, and the research results showed that: as 

the number of orders gradually increased, compared with the basic ABC algorithm, the optimal 

and average solutions obtained by the improved ABC algorithm were obviously smaller, 

indicating that the improved ABC algorithm had excellent optimization capability. This 

research enriched the theoretical achievements of the intelligent optimization methods for 

workshop resource scheduling under the MTO production mode. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The manufacturing industry is a pillar industry 

for the national economy of China, and it has an 

important impact on China's overall national 

strength. Workshop resource scheduling is an 

important link in manufacturing scheduling, it has 

great significance for reducing production cost and 

enhancing market competitiveness of the 

manufacturing industry. With the rapid 

development of automation technology and 

information technology, a large number of 

scheduling algorithms represented by intelligent 

optimization algorithms have emerged in the field 

of scheduling, and more and more experts and 

scholars have conducted researches on the problem 

of workshop resource scheduling. 

To meet market demands, avoid risks, and 

respond to fierce market competition, in the 

manufacturing field, the order-based (MTO, make-

to-order) production mode has gradually replaced 

the original stock-based (MTS, make-to-stock) 

production mode. The so-called MTO production 

mode (Zhang and Yan, 2005) means that the 

manufacturing industry organizes production 

according to the personalized requirements of the 

customers and the actual situation of the enterprise. 

Compared with the MTS production mode, the 

MTO production mode can not only meet the 

dynamic requirements of various customers, but 

also respond quickly to the market changes; 

however, in the meantime, the MTO production 

mode has to face risks such as the changes in the 

order information, the interruption in raw material 

supply, and different types and importance of 

customers (Zhang, 2005). Therefore, how to obtain 

maximum benefit on the premise of meeting 

customer needs and delivering the goods on time 

has become a general concern of the MTO 

production mode. The workshop resource 

scheduling problem is a typical and the most widely 

studied scheduling problem at present. Its goal is to 

rationally arrange the processing sequence of the 

orders under existing resource conditions, so as to 

achieve the minimum production delay time, the 

lowest production cost, and the maximum profit 

(Yu et al., 2013). According to the actual situation 

of workshop resource scheduling, the workshop 

scheduling problems are divided into workshop 

resource scheduling problems with batch limitation, 

workshop resource scheduling problems with 

blocking limitation, and multi-objective workshop 

resource scheduling problems, etc. (Beetz and 

Hartmann, 2017). In response to these problems, 

scholars proposed intelligent optimization 

algorithms, heuristic algorithms, and mathematical 

programming algorithms for workshop resource 

scheduling (Barbarossa and Sardellitti, 2012), and 
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achieved various results. To solve workshop 

resource scheduling problems considering fuzzy 

processing time, Sawik et al. proposed a heuristic 

algorithm based on fuzzy heuristic rules (Li et al., 

2002). Low et al. proposed a heuristic algorithm 

based on improved Johnson rules (Barbosa and 

Azevedo, 2018). In terms of mathematical planning, 

some scholars studied the workshop resource 

scheduling problem using methods that combined 

the branch and bound algorithm and genetic 

algorithm, or combined the branch and bound 

algorithm and the heuristic algorithm (Karim et al., 

2010). At present, the research results that applied 

intelligent optimization algorithms to workshop 

resource scheduling are emerging constantly, and 

these research results involve the specific 

applications of particle swarm optimization, genetic 

algorithm, and tabu search algorithm in the 

workshop resource scheduling problem (Huang et 

al., 2011). 

With the development of information technology 

and the integration of global economy, order 

outsourcing based on the MTO production mode 

has been widely adopted in the manufacturing 

industry. Therefore, after an introduction to the 

intelligent scheduling methods, this paper studied 

an intelligent optimization method for workshop 

resource scheduling problem considering order 

outsourcing based on the MTO production mode, 

and constructed a mathematical model for workshop 

resource scheduling problem under the MTO 

production mode. Moreover, the paper also 

proposed an improved ABC algorithm and verified 

its effectiveness with comparative analysis and 

simulation experiments.  

2 OVERVIEW OF RELATED 

THEORIES 

2.1 Introduction to intelligent scheduling 

algorithms 

Scheduling algorithms (Youssef et al., 2004) 

refer to certain rules or solution mechanisms 

adopted by workshop to select processes (requests) 

to occupy resources when the resource in the 

workshop is limited, and workshop solves the 

optimal solution of user satisfaction through these 

rules or mechanism. With the rapid development of 

automation technology and information technology, 

a large number of scheduling algorithms 

represented by intelligent optimization algorithms 

have emerged in the field of scheduling. The so-

called intelligent optimization algorithms (Muda 

and Hendry, 2002) refer to the optimization 

algorithms established by simulating the principles 

in the natural world or the organism kingdom, such 

as the ABC algorithm and the genetic algorithm 

(GA), etc. Intelligent scheduling algorithms that are 

widely used in the scheduling field at present 

include group intelligent algorithms, neighborhood 

search algorithms, heuristic algorithms, and hybrid 

algorithms, and so on. The research on swarm 

intelligence algorithms represented by the ABC 

algorithm has made great progress, and has 

advantages in solving complex scheduling 

problems. 

2.2 ABC algorithm 

ABC algorithm is a kind of swarm intelligence 

algorithm that simulates the bee colony’s honey-

gathering behaviors. The algorithm is mainly 

composed of three stages: the leader bees, the 

follower bees and the detector bees (Singh, 2014). 

Each food source position represents a solution to 

the problem, and the number of food sources 

determines the number of the leader bees. Figure 1 

shows the flow of a standard ABC algorithm. 

Start

Initialize parameters, randomly initialize the 
location of the honey source

Leader bees search for new nectar sources 
and identify initial labeled nectar sources

Follower bees search for honey sources and 
change tag honey sources

Is there a detector bee

Whether the termination 
conditions are met

Output the best quality honey

End

Generate new nectar sources to 
replace corresponding nectar sources

Identify the source of this 
generation's signature honey

Y

N

N

Fig. 1 Flow of a standard ABC algorithm 

(1) Initialize food sources according to Formula 

(1). 

( )

( 1, 2 , ; 1, 2 , )

i j j j j

p

x L B U B L B r

j N i N

  

 L L
(1) 

UBj and LBj are the upper and lower bounds on 

dimension j, r is a random number in the [0,1] 

interval, Np is the number of food sources. 

(2) For each food source found by the leader 

bees, improved search is performed according to 

Formula (2), if the new food source is better than 

the old one, then the old food source is replaced by 

the new food source, otherwise the new food source 

is discarded.  
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(3) The follower bees choose the food sources 

according to the selection probability shown in 

Formula (3), and then search for new food sources 

by repeating step 2.  

1
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L

(3) 

where, N is the size of the population, f(i) is the 

fitness value of the i-th individual in the population. 

(4) After repeating the Limit  (Limit is the 

maximum number of iterations of the food source, 

its value is usually set manually) of Step 3, if no 

better food source is found, then the leader bees 

become detector bees and perform random search, 

and use the new food sources to replace the old 

ones. 

3 INTELLIGENT OPTIMIZATION 

METHODS FOR WORKSHOP 

RESOURCE SCHEDULING BASED 

ON MTO PRODUCTION MODE 

3.1 Workshop resource scheduling problem 

considering order outsourcing 

For MTO manufacturing companies, order 

outsourcing is the only way for them to obtain a 

win-win opportunity, but the order outsourcing of 

workshop resource scheduling needs to solve the 

following three problems: (1) choose orders for 

outsourcing; (2) Arrange the processing sequence of 

the outsourced orders; (3) Arrange the processing 

sequence of the remaining home-made orders. 

To facilitate research, this paper describes the 

workshop resource scheduling problem based on 

MTO production mode as follows: 

(1) The enterprise has m machines in total, and 

the machine set is  1 2, , nM M M M L . 

(2) There are n orders, and the order set is

 1 2, , nO O O O L
. 

(3) Each machine can only process one order at a 

time, and each order can only be processed once on 

each machine, the processing sequence is M1—

M2—...—Mn, and the processing time of each order 

is known. If the i-th order needs to complete m 

processes, it can be expressed as

 , 1 , 2 ,, , ,i i i mO O OL
. 

(4) The set of remaining home-made orders is Sin 

and the set of outsourced orders is Sout. 

(5) Oi,j is the j-th process performed on the 

machine for the i-th order. 

(6) The start time of process Oi,j is ti,j. 

(7) The delivery time of order Oi is di. 

(8) The processing time is known and remains 

unchanged. The processing times of process Oi,j on 

in-house machine jM and outsourcing machine 0

jM

are ,i jp  and 
0

,i jp , respectively. 

To achieve the shortest total delivery delay time 

of the order and the lowest cost of outsourcing, this 

paper constructed a mathematical model for 

workshop resource scheduling based on the MTO 

production mode as shown below: 

Minimize   1

1

m a x m a x , 0

n

ij ij i

j
i

f t p d



   (4) 

Function f1 is the total delivery delay time of all 

orders. 

Minimize 2

o u t

i

i s

f o c



  (5) 

Function f2 is the total outsourcing cost of all 

orders, which is subject to: 

0

, i

, i
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Formula (6) and Formula (7) mean that the order 

Oi can only be made in-house or outsourced. 

 0 ,1
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Formulas (8), (9), and (10) indicate that one 

machine can only process one order at a time. 

0

1, 2 , , 1, 2 ,

i jt

i n j m



 L L
(11) 

Formula (11) constrains that the start time of the 

order is a positive number. 

i

, 1

i
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3.2 The ABC algorithm-based intelligent 

optimization method for workshop 

resource scheduling considering order 

outsourcing 

3.2.1 The ABC algorithm-based intelligent 

optimization method for workshop resource 

scheduling considering order outsourcing 

Based on the specific requirements of the MTO 

production mode, this paper designed an improved 

ABC for workshop resource scheduling that takes 

order outsourcing into consideration, the algorithm 

has following steps: 

(1) Encoding and decoding 

The encoding mechanism was designed based on 

the order number, the scheduling string and the 

outsourcing string were the solutions to the 

workshop resource scheduling problem, where the 

scheduling string and the outsourcing string 

represented the scheduling situation and the 

outsourcing situation of the orders. 

Scheduling string  1 1 2, , nv    L  (14) 

Outsourcing string  2 1 2, , nv y y y L  (15) 

where,    1 2, , 1, 2 ,n n   L L , yi is 0 or 1, 

representing that the order Oi is an outsourced order 

or a home-made order. 

During decoding, first, the outsourced orders and 

home-made orders were allocated according to v2, 

then the sequence of these orders were determined 

according to v1, and their processing sequence was 

determined accordingly, at last, the outsourcing cost 

and delivery delay time of the orders were 

calculated. 

(2) Population initialization 

In order to strengthen the global optimization 

capability of the ABC algorithm and ensure the 

quality and dispersion features of the initial 

solution, the following improvement was conducted 

on the population initialization of the ABC 

algorithm: population s was a set of s randomly 

generated initial solutions, it was divided into 3 

parts, the first part consisted of m/3 initial solutions 

with the smallest total cost of outsourcing, the 

second part consisted of initial solutions with a total 

delay time of 0, and the third part was population 

M, which was randomly selected from population s 

(M<s). 

(3) The generation of neighborhood solutions 

To enhance the search capability of the ABC 

algorithm and enrich its search behaviors, this paper 

designed the following structures for neighborhood 

search. 

N01 was a neighborhood solution composed of 

randomly selected outsourced orders numbers and 

order numbers, as shown in Figure 2. The position 

of the scheduling string was kept unchanged, the 

positions of the two randomly selected orders on the 

outsourcing string were determined, and the 

numbers on the positions were interchanged. When 

the number of orders was larger, in order to 

strengthen the search ability of the neighborhood 

solution, the single-point exchange can also be 

changed to pairwise exchange to form a new 

neighborhood solution. 

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Old food sources

New food 

sources

2 7 8 4 6 1 3 5

2 4 8 1 6 3 7 5

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

Fig. 2 Neighborhood solution 

N02 was a neighborhood solution formed by 

changing the sequence of the home-made orders 

through interpolation, and its premise was that the 

scheduling of outsourced orders remained 

unchanged, as shown in Figure 3. 

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Old food sources

2 4 1 3 7 5

New food 

sources

2 7 8 4 6 1 3 5

2 4 8 1 6 3 7 5

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

Home-made order 

production arrangement

Fig. 3 Neighborhood solution generated by 

interpolation 

N03 was a neighborhood solution formed by 

inverting the scheduling sequence of the outsourced 

orders, its premise was that the scheduling of home-

made orders was not taken into consideration, as 

shown in Figure 4. 

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Old food sources

2 4 1 3 7 5Home-made order 

production arrangement

New food 

sources

2 7 8 3 6 1 4 5

2 4 8 1 6 3 7 5

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

Fig. 4 Neighborhood solution generated by inversion 

(4) The operation of leader bees 

Suppose σ[0,1], when σ≥0.8, the leader bees 

searched in neighborhood structure N03; When 

σ<0.8, the leader bees searched in neighborhood 

structures N01 and N02; when the new solution found 

by the search was better than the old solution, the 

new solution was adopted, and the information of 

the population was updated; otherwise, the original 

population information was kept unchanged.  

(5) The operation of follower bees 

The evaluation function of the food sources was: 
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where, the outsourcing cost of the order was a 

random number between [b1,b2], the processing 

time of the orders on the machines was a random 

number between [a1,a2], ϖ1=0.8, ϖ2=0.2, m was the 

total number of machines in the workshop, n was 

the number of food sources, namely the number of 

orders, and f(i) was the outsourcing cost of the 

orders. Smaller f(i) value indicated better honey 

quality of the food source, and the optimal solution 

was f(i)’. 

According to the roulette method and the 

calculation formula of the follower bees, above-

mentioned neighborhood structures were searched. 

When the new solution found by the search was 

better than the old one, the new solution was 

adopted, and the information of the population was 

updated; otherwise, the original population 

information was kept unchanged.  

(6) The operation of detector bees 

When the number of iterations of the food 

source was greater than the Limit, the leader bees 

became detector bees, and a new food source was 

randomly generated to replace the worst food 

source in the population. 

3.2.2 Digital simulation experiment 

This paper selected five calculation examples 

with 200,000, 300,000, 500,000, 700,000 and 

900,000 outsourced orders, respectively; and the 

comparative analysis method was adopted to study 

the performance of the improved ABC algorithm. 

For the five calculation examples, the 

corresponding ρ values were 3, 4, 5.5, 9 and 10.5, 

respectively; s=200, m=160, Limit=300, and the 

total numbers of iterations of the five examples 

were 20,000, 50,000, 50,000, 100,000, and 100,000, 

respectively. 

The basic ABC algorithm and the improved 

ABC algorithm were run 20 times respectively. The 

final average solution Avg (the average solution of 

f(i)’), the optimal solution Min (the minimum 

solution of f(i)’), the worst solution Max (the 

maximum solution of f(i)’) were obtained as shown 

in Figure 5. It can be seen from the figure that, 

when the number of orders was relatively small, the 

solving capabilities of the two algorithms were 

basically the same, and both could obtain the global 

optimal solutions; however, as the number of orders 

gradually increased, compared with the basic ABC 

algorithm, the optimal solution and the average 

solution obtained by the improved ABC algorithm 

were significantly smaller, indicating that the 

improved ABC algorithm had excellent 

optimization capability. 
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Number of orders(Unit: 10,000 pieces)

 Improves ABC Min

 Improves ABCAvg

 Improves ABCMax

 Basic ABC Min

 Basic ABCAvg 

 Basic ABCMax 

Fig. 5 Experimental results of improved ABC 

algorithm and basic ABC algorithm under the 

conditions of different order numbers 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Targeting at the workshop resource scheduling 

problem considering order outsourcing, this paper 

studied the intelligent optimization methods for 

workshop resource scheduling based on MTO 

production mode and drew the following 

conclusions: 

(1) The workshop resource scheduling problem 

based on MTO production mode was introduced in 

detail in this paper, and a mathematical model for 

the workshop resource scheduling problem based on 

MTO production mode was constructed. 

(2) Aiming at the workshop resource scheduling 

problem based on MTO production mode, this 

paper proposed an improved artificial bee colony 

algorithm (ABC algorithm), and gave a detailed 

introduction to the specific flow of the algorithm.  

(3) Through comparative analysis and simulation 

experiments, it was found that, as the number of 

orders gradually increased, compared with the basic 

ABC algorithm, the optimal solution and the 

average solution obtained by the improved ABC 

algorithm were significantly smaller, which had 

verified the effectiveness of the improved ABC 

algorithm. 
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